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About This Content

A mainstay of BR’s locomotive fleet in the 1990s, the Class 90 was a replacement to BR’s ageing fleet of electric locomotives,
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AP Deserves my money. I love how almost everything on the loco works, and the fact that the DVT is the same even makes it
better.. Good Engine good horn and whistle. The scenarios are terrible, and it doesen't work atall for me in Quick Drive, but the
actual TRAIN is superb. You also get to drive fro the MK3, but the doors don't open when I collect passengers.. This is an
Armstrong Powerhouse addon, that was released under DTG. Highly reccomend this realistic loco, that comes with basic and
advanced control methods.. It is cheap (ish) for Armstrong Powerhouse DLC on the Train Sim store and the sounds are brilliant,
You get advanced and HUD modes so that makes it easy to drive as well. There is cruise control on this which is good as the
GEML is generally all 100 mph. I need to mention that GET THIS WITH THE UK COLLECTION. The uk collection comes
with this train, the GEML AND the Portsmouth line AND the class 444 AND the class 66 for just 24.99, the stand alone price
of the GEML.. Do I recommend this loco? yes definetely. Its one of my favourites.. This Class 90 is a Steam Special of the
Armstrong Powerhouse Class 90. I picked the GEML Class 90 for free when I bought the GEML in a sale last year, but if you
are interested in buying the Class 90 here, I recommend looking at the Armstrong Powerhouse website as well. They originally
developed the Class 90 seen here, and the one here is a slightly less complex version. For an extra $5, I'd recommend the
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Armstrong Powerhouse. You might not get the scenerios or achievments that this one provides, but you get more bang for your
buck. Still though, this is not DTG developed train, so it is much more refined, and includes more features.. One of the most
advanced locos in the game - well worth it as part of the UK collection Pros: +Tons of features and advances simulation
+Sounds are (of course for AP) excellent +The horn :) +Decent scenarios, with more on the Workshop +Includes HUD and
advanced version Cons: -Can steal a few FPS here and there -No passenger view Struggling to think of much that's bad about
this, well worth it in the UK collectio, along with the GEML and the PDL (and some other things), and an excellent addition to
both teh GEML and the WCML.. The class 90 has since moving out from GEML realms, become quite the common or garden
engine because of its versatility in everything from freight, mail and even sleeper trains. Based on the older class 86/87's, it was
a close run thing that this ended up with gradual controls rather than having the tap type controls of its parentage, complete with
a very good speed set control, normal and advanced modes of startup, realistic DSD add to the flavour of driving this smooth
engine and with additional freeware livery packs available out there makes this a very good loco for your collection.
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